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Introduction 
 

This guide was created to provide general information for those interested in 

beginning a resistance training workout program. It provides assistance in 
deciding which tools to use to help you accomplish your goals, tips on how to 
structure your workout, strategies for staying motivated, resistance training 
modalities, stretching information, and more.  

 
Towards the end of the document, there will be sample workouts to get you 
started! Feel free to use these workouts or come up with your own using this guide 

and the template provided.  
 
At Motive in Motion, we understand that fitness can take different forms for 

different people - we are all highly diverse individuals with different goals. Use this 
guide to help realize those goals, no matter what they may be. The journey of 1000 
steps begins with 1. Get ready to embark on a new journey to a healthier, happier 
you, and remember, success is just a matter of time if you never give up. 
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Resistance Training 
 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Welcome! 
Welcome to Resistance Training 1.0 This guide provides general information on 
resistance training, teaches you how to structure your own workout effectively, and 
includes  several sample workout programs that you can start today!  

 

What is resistance training? 
Resistance training is exercising by exerting force on an external “resistance”. This 

can be weight, band tension, body weight, and more. There are several types of 
resistance training. These include - calisthenics, suspension training, bands, 
weights, pulley machines, fixed ROM machines,  Flywheel training, hydraulic 
exercise machines, pneumatic exercise machines. The last three are much more 

rare and niche and will not be the focus of this introductory guide. These types of 
resistance training methods are not mutually exclusive. In fact, you may find 
yourself incorporating several of these types of training into your workout program 

and that's great!  
 

Why should I try resistance training? 
Resistance training is a great way to build muscle, lose weight, become stronger, 

increase bone density, improve cardiovascular health, maintain our current 
muscle, and decrease risk of injury. It helps us combat the effects of aging and live 
happier, more capable lives. It is also a fantastic natural way to boost happiness by 

releasing endorphins. 
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Basic Resistance Training Terminology 
 

 

Progressive overload 
Progressive overload is a term used to denote the process of adding resistance 
over time. In order to change our bodies, we require progressive overload. There 
needs to be a challenge for our bodies to change. Our bodies are versatile tools 

and react to outside stimuli to determine our overall body composition. Our bodies 
will become what they need to be; If your body needs to lift heavy weights 
everyday, you will become stronger and more muscular; if your body needs to run 

a marathon, you will become slender and build more oxidative energy system 
power. You can maintain your body composition by eating maintenance calories 
and engaging in the same workout but you cannot increase the capability of your 

body without any changes to the routine. That being said, increasing the weight is 
only one way of creating this overload. You can also aim to do so by making subtle 
changes to your workout, like increasing time under tension, slowing down the 
tempo, increasing mechanical disadvantage, increasing the range of motion, etc. 

 

Time under tension 
Time under tension is a measure of the period of time that a muscle is actively 

engaged. While moving through a given exercise, there is tension on the muscle. 
For many exercises, and most exercise modalities, there is a “break” or inactive 
period where the muscles that are the prime movers for that exercise (muscles 
that create the most movement during a given exercise) are not under tension. By 

decreasing the speed at which you perform an exercise, or reducing the pause at 
the end of the eccentric and concentric phases of the exercise, you can increase 
time under tension. Increasing time under tension is a fantastic way to make light 

weights feel heavy, and increasing the training effect of resistance training. 
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Types of Muscular Contraction 
“Nothing happens until something moves” 
 - Albert Einstein. 
When we use our muscles to create movement or relax our muscles against an 

opposing force, our muscles either shorten or lengthen. The process of shortening 
our muscle is known as the concentric contraction. We use concentric contraction 
to generate force. When we elongate our muscles and contract the opposite 

muscles, this is known as eccentric contraction. These types of contractions are 
known as isotonic contractions (muscular contractions where the length of the 
muscles changes). We can also use our muscles to resist movement. These 

contractions are known as isometric contractions. In isometric contractions, our 
muscle length does not change, and we do not move; our muscles act to resist 
movement. The majority of exercises for strength training will consist of the 
concentric-eccentric contractions, however, isometric exercises add a depth of 

training that allows for honing in on one's form and ensuring every muscle for a 
given movement is activated correctly (this is similar to tempo training (described 
later in this guide), but instead of slowing down, you completely stop and hold a 

movement). See Figure 1 below for a summary of muscular contraction. 
 
Figure 1.0 Types of Muscular Contraction 

 
 

 

 

Eccentric 
● Muscle lengthening 
● Opposing muscle 

contracted 

 

  Concentric 
● Muscle Shortening 
● Force being 

generated 

  Isometric 
● No change in muscle 

length 
● Force being resisted 
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Resistance Training Modalities 
 

Calisthenics  

Calisthenics are exercises that rely solely on a person's body weight as the means 
of resistance. While Calisthenics are excellent for strength and transferable to a 
wide variety of real life situations, the fact that you are using your own body weight, 

and that progressive overload is required for muscular hypertrophy (growth), 
means that there will eventually be a plateau. This is not to say that calisthenics 
are easy, or that you will reach this plateau anytime soon. Progressions from basic 

calisthenic movements to more advanced movements take time (potentially 
years!) and depending on your specific goals you may never need more than 
calisthenics. Even if your main focus is not calisthenics they are still a fantastic form 
of resistance training that can be incorporated into any workout. 

 

Suspension Training 
Suspension Training is a type of calisthenic training that employs a set of fixed 

straps with handles and leg loops attached to an anchor point in order to use your 
own body weight as resistance. Depending on how you position yourself in relation 
to the anchor point, exercises in the suspension training category can vary from 
very easy to very challenging. Suspension Training Systems are highly portable, 

usually weighing no more than a few pounds, and can be attached almost 
anywhere. Suspension Training Systems also make a great travel companion. 
Progressive overload and thus muscular hypertrophy is definitely possible with 

suspension training, and while there are limits, those limits are set high. 
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Rubber Exercise Bands 
Rubber exercise bands come in several different types. There are tubing bands 
with handles, full loop bands (mini and large), thin bands that come in rolls, and 
fabric bands (among others). When choosing to buy bands, we suggest buying 

loop bands, as they are the most durable, versatile, and can be used standalone or 
in conjunction with other equipment you already own. The fabric hip bands also 
can be situationally helpful - a great proprioceptive tool if you have trouble 

keeping your knees apart during the squat. Generally, bands shouldnt be the only 
tool in your arsenal, (although they make great light-weight travel companions for 
completing a quick maintenance workout while on vacation) but should be seen 

as an adjunctive tool to be used as part of an exercise program. For example, 
bands can help you work on building specific strength - if your deadlifts are weak 
at the top portion of the lift, adding bands is a great way to make the top part of 
the lift much harder, so that when you lift the weight without the bands, your 

strength becomes more consistent throughout the lift. Bands can be seamlessly 
integrated into any of the other types of resistance training to add another 
dimension to your training. 

 

Weights 
Iron weights, whether or not they are coated in urethane or rubber, are the gold 
standard of resistance training. They provide an easy and effective way to 

progressively overload your muscles, leading to muscular hypertrophy or increases 
in strength. There are a variety of different options when it comes to weights. 
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Dumbbells 
Dumbbells are the most common form of weight training. They are a staple 

at nearly every major chain gym, and for good reason. Dumbbells are highly 
versatile, and can be the sole tool of a resistance training program. They 
come in many different sizes and shapes, from virgin rubber hex dumbbells 
to urethane coated circular dumbbells to iron prostyle dumbbells and 

everything in between. Dumbbells generally come in sets of 5-100lbs in 5 lb 
increments, but there are smaller increments and heavier dumbbells 
available as well. Of course, gravity is what makes dumbbells heavy and 

gravity is always pulling straight down, so you must manipulate your body 
positioning to achieve activation of the desired muscle group (think laying 
down and pushing up to engage the chest, and bending over and pulling to 

engage the back). This is distinct from cable machines, where you can work 
muscles by manipulation the position of the cable machine and 
attachments rather than your own body. Dumbbells are a great way to 
isolate specific muscle groups. 

 

Medicine balls 
Medicine balls are weighted, padded or rubberized balls that are a great tool 
for increasing sports-specific strength and general stability. They are highly 
effective for increasing throwing power for example. However it can be easy 

to go too heavy, so it is suggested to use a more manageable weight and be 
mindful of core engagement while performing medicine ball exercises.  
 

Kettlebells 
Kettlebells provide great carryover strength to many sports, martial arts, 
everyday tasks, and other exercises. They can be performed with 1 or 2 

kettlebells, and with 1 or two hands. They require minimal space to store and 
are highly versatile. A great tool to add to any resistance training program. 
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Barbells and weight plates 
Barbells and weight plates are another highly effective resistance training 

tool. They come in many shapes and sizes, similar to dumbbells, but 
generally consist of a 45lb 7 foot long barbell with ends for loading weight 
plates on, and clips to hold the weight from falling off the bar on either end. 
The plates generally come in 2.5lbs, 5lbs, 10lbs, 25lbs, and 45lbs. Bumper 

plates are a type of plate weight that are more resistant to being dropped, 
and come in uniform diameter. Bumper plates are a great way to train for 
olympic lifts and other compound barbell lifts that start on the floor, as the 

motion will be exactly the same as the weight is lifted from uniform height. 
Barbells, and the compound lifts associated with barbells are more focused 
on building general strength than isolating specific muscle groups like 

dumbbells. 
 

Specialty bars 
There are tons of specialty bars: Safety squat bars, cambered bars, log bars, 
farmer walk bars, elephant bars, trap bars, and axle bars, to name a few. 
These bars are all niche and used to increase certain lifts, to aid in mobility, 

or to increase the challenge of an exercise. As this is an introductory guide, 
these barbells will not be included. 
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Pulley Machines 
Pulley machines consist of a cable that runs through pulleys and leads to a stack 
of iron weights with a selector pin to keep the weights in place. Pulley machines 
have a lot of benefits. They can be used to engage muscles from a standing 

position, as you manipulate the machine vs your own body to target different 
muscles (unlike dumbbells or barbells). They also provide continuous resistance, 
increasing your muscles time under tension, when performed correctly. For pulley 
machines, you should never allow the weight stack to go all the way back down 

until you are done your set. This ensures that your muscles are under tension for 
your entire set, and is one of the main benefits for cable based training. 
 

Fixed range of motion Machines 
Fixed range of motion (ROM) Machines are great in a few situations. You are a 
beginner and you want to build strength safely before trying other forms of 
resistance training, or you are already tired from a workout and want to continue to 

train your muscles to the point of fatigue without requiring any of the coordination 
required from other forms of resistance training. Fixed ROM machines also make 
supersetting very easy, as they allow seamless transition between two exercises 

with no set up required (after they are initially set up). Smith machines are also 
fixed ROM machines however, because they force your body to do barbell exercises 
in a fixed range of motion, which generally puts our body in precarious positions, 

they are not recommended for beginners (although they do have their place). 
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Workout Structure 
 

Workouts are generally structured into reps and sets. Rep is short for repetition - 
fully moving through the eccentric and concentric phase of a lift. Sets are 
collections of reps, separated by either a break, or another exercise (in the case of 
supersets and giant sets). 

 

Rep Scheme 
Depending on your goal, the number of sets and reps will vary. Generally, more 

reps focus on moving lighter weights more frequently to increase heart rate and 
aid in weight loss, and less reps focus on building strength, reps in the middle of the 
range work towards building muscle. Reps and sets are generally represented in 
pairs in the format Reps x Sets. The most common rep schemes are 10x4 for weight 

loss, 8x3 for muscle growth, and 5x5 for strength, but, of course, these numbers 
are just general and other rep schemes will still work depending on what your goals 
are. 

 

Exercise Logistics 
When putting together a workout, it is important to take many details into 
consideration. These include: muscle-group focus, amount of exercises per 

workout, workouts per week, your personal goals, order of exercises, and more. 
Amount and type of exercises in a given workout depends on your specific goals, 
however, there are a few general guidelines to follow.  

1. Do not program all of the compound lifts into one day (in fact I would aim for 
a maximum of 2 compound lifts in a given workout). 
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2. Try not to spend an entire day on a given small muscle group. A chest day 
that incorporates triceps is ok but spending a full hour on triceps is generally 
overkill (again this depends on your specific goals, but for a beginner, you 

won’t need to focus a whole day on triceps). 
3. Start with larger muscle groups and then move to smaller ones. This is 

important. If you start with biceps and then try to work your lats afterwards, 
your biceps will be too overworked to allow you to adequately engage your 

back muscles. 
4. Stick to a plan, but make it fun! The best workout is the one you enjoy doing 

and are most likely to continue, not the one that is perfect on paper and 

never actually done. Completing the same workout for days on end can 
become boring and demotivating. While it’s important to keep the workout 
consistent for a time in order to see measurable results, you don’t have to do 

the same workout for the rest of your life.  
5. Short cardio before a workout helps get the blood flowing and decreases 

potential for injury. Start most exercises with a specific warm up (the same 
exercise with a light weight). Keep pre-workout cardio to under 10 minutes, it 

should activate you - not tire you out. Save the tough cardio for after a 
workout (it can be potentially dangerous to be exhausted and using 
weights). 

6. Position core exercises towards the end of the workout. If you are correctly 
performing exercises, nearly every exercise will require core stability. You do 
not want to perform any compound lifts after doing 20 minutes of abs as 

you put yourself in a compromised position. 
7. As a general rule, start with 10 exercises. See how long it takes you to get 

through each set of your desired rep scheme, and then add, or remove, 
exercises accordingly until you reach your target time of 1 hour. 

8. If you plan on working out less than 4 times a week, focus on full body 
exercises. If you plan on working out 4 times, try split exercise days (back 
and bis, chest and tris, legs and abs, shoulders for example). If you are 

planning on working out more than 5 times a week, aim for 1 muscle group a 
day (again, these are general rules and your specific goals trump any of 
these suggestions). 
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Scheduling days to workout 
It's important to be realistic with your workout schedule. By being realistic, you will 
know not to schedule a 6am workout after an overnight shift or a night out. 
Consistency is the name of the game. By scheduling workouts at times that you are 

likely never to miss, you increase your adherence and continue the chain of events 
that set you up for success in your fitness journey. Here are a few tips for creating 
the perfect exercise schedule 

1. Work out the same days each week. The more work it is to figure out what 

workout you have to do on a given day, the less likely you are to do that 
workout (mondays can be deadlift day for example!). 

2. Set times. This may go without saying but simply writing down that you are 

“working out on wednesday” leaves the time up in the air, and allows for 
procrastination to set in until you are “too tired” or “just ate” and can’t work 
out. The easiest way to ensure you work out consistently, is to set a specific, 

consistent time (Every Wednesday, 730pm for example). 
3. Things will come up and make it impossible to workout. Life happens. If you 

missed a day of the week (and can’t make up that workout on a break day) 
then simply continue with your plan. One missed workout won’t make a huge 

difference in the long run. Scheduling your workout for the next workout day 
will throw your well-thought-out schedule into disarray.  
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4. Schedule strategically. Don’t schedule 2 leg days in a row. Always think 
about what muscles you will be using and give every muscle at least a 1 day 
break before working on it again.  

5. Schedule break days! Working out every day can be taxing the body and, 
while it may seem sustainable, it won’t be forever, and you won’t be 
functioning at your full capacity during your workouts. Your body needs time 
to recover fully, and while this might mean just 1 day a week break 

(depending on your goals), it is still important. It's important to also stay 
active on your break day, but this doesn't mean you need to be in the gym. A 
simple walk can get the blood flowing and turbocharge your recovery. 

 

Rate of perceived exertion 
RPE or rate of perceived exertion is a scale used to measure self-reported difficulty 
of an exercise. Simply put, it is how difficult something is out of 10. By this token, if 

you cannot complete all your sets and reps for a given exercise, it is an 11/10 or 
more (because it is not possible). A 10/10 means you can complete exactly the 
amount of reps for a given exercise and not a rep more. Neither of these RPE’s are 

sustainable. Generally you want to focus on a 7-8/10 RPE for most applications. This 
should be a weight that you can handle with ease, and start to have trouble with 
for the last 2-3 reps of each set (rep scheme dependent) but do not break form, 

and always finish your sets with a little left in the tank (2-3 reps). 
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Types of Workout Sets 
 

Straight Set 
A straight set is a single exercise done between rest periods.  
Example: 

These sets are very basic, but depending on your goals, may be all you need. This 
structure lends itself well to strength building, muscular hypertrophy, or weight loss 
depending on the amount of sets and reps. 
 

Super Set 
Super sets are back-to-back sets of exercises generally done with opposing 
muscle groups, which means muscles that pull in opposite directions (think bicep 
vs tricep).  

Example: 

The theory behind supersets is that when a muscle is fully contracted, its opposing 
muscle is fully stretched, meaning that you should be able to easily perform 

exercises in tandem using this approach, and get a stretch of the muscle you 
worked previously in the set. Using supersets also allows you to keep your heart 
rate up while still being able to continue your sets, minimizing break time and 

maximizing time spent completing sets. For this reason, supersets are great in any 
weight loss program, and hypertrophy, but shouldn’t be performed for strength 
building. Supersets can also be done with muscles that will not interfere with one 

another - doing a set of tricep pulldowns with a set of seated row is an example of 
this and should not be a problem, but doing bench press and pushups in supersets 
will exhaust your pecs doubly and while it may have a place in some workout 
programs, it is not needed in a beginner workout guide. 

 

Giant Set 
Giant Sets take supersets to a new level. Giant sets by definition are supersets with 
more than 2 exercises. They are a fantastic addition to any weight loss or 
hypertrophy program. Example: 

Bicep Curl > Rest > Bicep Curl > Rest 

(Bicep curl > Tricep pulldown) x sets > Rest 

(Lat pulldown > Chest press > Bicep curl > Tricep pushdown) x sets > Rest 
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Drop set 
The drop set is a great way of activating deep muscle tissue. You begin with a 
heavy weight (RPE 8 for example) and immediately drop to a lower weight until you 
get down to your lightest set. 
Example: 

Drop sets are perfect for muscular hypertrophy programs, will help you feel the 
pump, and engage deep muscle tissue. 
 

Pyramid training 
Pyramid training is nearly identical to drop sets, the only difference being that you 
work your way up to the heavy set before coming back down to the light set. 
Example: 

In order to actually finish all your reps on a pyramid set, it's important to set the top 
weight less than what you would use for a drop set, as you will already be fatigued 
to some extent from the first half of the pyramid set. A “reverse” pyramid set is also 
another way of training where you start heavy, go down to light, and back up to 
heavy. 
 

AMRAP 
AMRAP stands for “as many reps as possible”. In AMRAP sets, the main goal is to tire 
the muscle out completely.  
Example: 

The AMRAP set is not an excuse to throw form out the window. 
AMRAP sets should be done with light weight and good form. The AMRAP set is 
finished when you can no longer complete quality reps. As a general rule, you can 
aim for 15-20 reps, and increase the weight if you are going far past that. 

 

(20lb Bicep Curl > 15lb Bicep Curl > 10lb Bicep Curl) x sets > Rest 

(5lb Bicep Curl > 10lb Bicep Curl > 15lb Bicep Curl > 10lb Bicep Curl > 5lb Bicep 
Curl) x sets > Rest 

(Chest press x AMRAP > Rest) x Sets 
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Tempo and Rep Timing 
 

How long should each rep take? 
The pace at which you progress through each rep can vary.  
Example: 

This is just an example of an exercise tempo, you need to decide which one is right 
for you given your specific goals. 
 

Tempo Training 
Tempo training is used to increase the “time under tension” during an exercise. 
Tempo training uses the same format shown above, but would generally look 
something like this: 

This is, of course, just an example, not how all tempo training will look. Tempo 
training is an excellent way to accomplish a number of things, namely: 

1. Reducing the risk of injury by practicing progressing through the full range of 
motion and still activating the muscle with lighter weights. 

2. Improving your form. 
3. Helps you figure out your “weak point” in the exercise. 
4. Solidifies the mind-body connection in an exercise. 
5. Teaches you the correct muscle activation for an exercise. 

 

In this example,  
● The 2 denotes 2 seconds for the eccentric phase 
● The 0 denotes no pause at the end of the eccentric phase 
● The 1 denotes 1 second for the concentric phase 
● The 0 denotes zero seconds of pause at the end of the exercise cycle 

 

2:0:1:0 

 

In this example,  
● The 4 denotes 4 seconds for the eccentric phase 
● The 2 denotes a 2 second pause at the end of the eccentric phase 

(isometric Phase 1) 
● The 2 denotes 2 seconds for the concentric phase 
● The 0 denotes zero seconds of pause at the end of the exercise cycle 

(isometric phase 2) 

4:2:2:0 
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Try adding tempo training to your workout! You will be surprised at how difficult it is! 
It can add a much needed challenge to a workout. 

Isometric Paused reps 
Similar to tempo training, paused reps aim to increase muscular activation with a 
lighter weight. They also help you focus on your form and figure out where (if at all) 
it breaks down. Distinct from tempo training, the pauses can be a lot longer, up to 
30 second holds (or more). 
 

Breathing 
It goes without saying that breathing is a very important component of any 
exercise program. This section will cover the basics on breathing while exercising. 
 

Basic breathing procedure 
It is important to actively think about our breathing during an exercise. The 
basic breathing technique is to inhale on the eccentric phase and exhale on 
the concentric phase. This promotes sending oxygen to the muscle, keeping 
us going through a difficult set. For isolation exercises, this breathing 
technique works great! 
 
The Valsalva Maneuver 
Imagine stepping on an empty can of soda. Now imagine stepping on that 
same can of soda if it was full. Why doesn’t the soda crumple? Pressure. It is 
pressure that helps maintain the integrity and stability of the can of soda 
despite your efforts to crush it. Wouldn’t it be great if you could harness that 
same stability in your workouts? You can. The valsalva maneuver allows you 
to do this. It is a method of building intra-abdominal pressure by inhaling 
deeply, closing your throat and forcefully trying to exhale. By doing so, the air 
in your lungs exerts pressure against the walls of your thorax and abdomen, 
allowing you to lift heavy weights safely and protecting your spine. Once you 
complete the rep, restart the process (never hold your breath through an 
entire set). There are two caveats however. Firstly, this does not need to be 
done for every exercise and every set. It is mainly for heavy compound lifts. 
Secondly, using the valsalva maneuver can be potentially dangerous as it 
raises your blood pressure temporarily, so make the decision to use or not 
use the valsalva maneuver fully informed and cautiously. 
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Rest Periods 
It is important to give yourself adequate time for your energy systems to replenish 
ATP. If not, you may be unable to finish a set that you could have easily done 
having given yourself enough time. Rest periods vary depending on your goals or 
rep scheme. Generally, the lower the reps, the longer the rest period. If you are 
doing a 5x5 strength training workout for example, your rest periods might be 3 
minutes or longer, whereas if you are doing a 8x3 hypertrophy workout, your rest 
periods may only be 30 seconds.  
 

What is form? 
Simply put, form refers to the overall body position during a given exercise. Form 
includes posture, range of motion, muscle activation and isolation, and 
momentum (whether or not it is used in a given exercise). The correct form for an 
exercise is one that uses good posture, works the full range of motion (there are 
some exceptions to this rule but for the purposes of this guide, all exercises should 
work a full range of motion), activates the muscles the exercise targets (by the 
same token, not using other muscles to “cheat up” a heavier weight than the 
targeted muscles can handle), and makes use of or avoids the use of momentum. 
(momentum is great for KB swings but probably not a good choice for dumbbell 
curls - allowing you to “curl” more weight with the potential risk of a wrist injury). If 
you cannot lift a weight with correct form, reduce the weight until you can. Patience 
is key in fitness, and rushing to a heavy weight with poor form is a recipe for injury. 
The potential for injury becomes exponentially greater when good form is not 
employed. There are certain exercises, like “cheat curls” where momentum is used 
and the negative rep (eccentric phase) of the exercise is slowed down to allow an 
overloaded negative rep, however this type of exercise is generally not 
recommended in favor of tempo manipulation (you can still make the negative rep 
hard with lighter weight simply by going even slower). 
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Stretching & Warming up 
 

Basic Types of Stretching 
There are many different ways to stretch. Stretching helps us stay flexible and 
keeps us operating at our best. The basic types of stretching are dynamic 
stretching; stretching while moving, and static stretching; stretching while 
stationary. These stretches can also be assisted (stretching with the help of 
someone else) or unassisted. As a general rule for basic stretching, complete 
dynamic stretches before a workout, to increase blood flow and warm up the 
muscle. Stretching after a workout helps reduce compression and create space in 
our joints, for this goal, we use static stretching. 
 

What is a warm up? 
A warm up is a way to prepare our body for exercise. Warm ups purpose is to get 
blood flowing and help prevent injury. It can also reduce muscle soreness and 
prepare our cardiovascular system for exercise. Each workout should start with a 
general warm up which usually consists of 5-7 minutes of moderate pace cardio, 
and most exercises should begin with one or more  specific warm up sets. A 
specific warm up consists of completing an easier set or sets of the exercise you 
set out to do. This may mean starting a barbell deadlift exercise with a kettlebell 
deadlift warm up set or simply starting with deadlifts but at a much lighter weight. 
These warm up sets are considered separate from your working set which is the 
sets completed once you have made it to the max weight you are going to lift for 
that exercise. See figure 2.0 below for a sample warm up routine: 
 
Figure 2.0, sample warm up routine 

 

 

Exercise 1: 

Exercise 2: 

...and so forth. 

General Warm up: 7 minutes jogging on the treadmill 

Specific Warm up: Barbell Deadlifts 
45lb, 65lb, 95lb (one set of each) 

Working set: Barbell Deadlifts 
135lb x 3 sets 

Specific Warm up: DB Good Mornings 
10lb, 20lb, (one set of each) 

Working set: DB Good Mornings 
30lb x 3 sets 
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The warm up routine is also meant to prepare you mentally for a hard set. If you 
jump into your working set “cold” it will be much harder both mentally and 
physically to complete your set. There are, however, a few things to take into 
consideration when warming up. In order to ensure you are doing your warm ups 
correctly, the warm ups should usually match the rep number you are going for in 
your working set. This means if you are going for a heavy single (or one rep max) to 
test your strength, warm up reps in the smaller range (1-5). Warm up sets should 
also be enough to engage you and get you ready for heavy working sets but 
should not be overdone to the point that you do not have the energy for your 
working set. In order to accomplish this, follow this general rule:  
 
3-4 maximum warm up sets for compound lifts, and 2 maximum warm up sets for 
isolation exercises. 
 
 This is a general rule, and once you get to higher numbers in the compound lifts 
you may feel that more warm up sets are needed, but as a beginner, this rule has 
high applicability. 
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Sample Workouts 
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Split Day Hypertrophy Workout Program 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Exercises  Straight Sets 

Day 1  Day 2  Day 3  Day 4  Reps/Time  Sets 

Running  4 minutes  1 

Kettlebell swings  Lat pulldown  Box Jumps  Cable Chest fly  8  3 

Good mornings  Lat Pullovers  Step ups  Tricep pulldown  8  3 

Barbell Deadlifts  Reverse Fly  Barbell Squat  Bench Press  8  3 

Glute bridge  DB bent over row  Wall Sit  Shoulder Press  8  3 

Romanian deadlift  Bent over fly  Jump Squats  Incline bench Press  8  3 

Pull throughs  Seated Row  Single leg box squat  Floor Press  8  3 

Isometric deadlift 
hold above the knee 

Single Arm Row  Quad extension  Lateral Raises  8  3 

Bulgarian Split 
squat 

Bicep Curl  Lunges  Plate Press  8  3 

Zottman curl  Tricep single arm 
pulldown 

8  3 

Inside DB curl  Tricep Kickbacks  8  3 

Hammer Curl  Overhead tricep ext  8  3 

Cable curl  T raise  8  3 

Static hold ab routine  30s-1m  3-5 

High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT)  10-20m  1 

Static Stretch Routine  5-10m  1 

Schedule: (day 1, day 2, day 3, day 4) x1 > break day 

Rest: 30s-1min 
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Weight Loss Workout Program 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Exercises  Super Sets 

Day 1  Day 2  Day 3  Reps/Time  Sets 

Running  4 minutes  1 

Lat Pulldown  Kb Swing  Lateral Raise  10  3 

DB Chest press  Wall Sit  Calf raise  10  3 

Seated row  KB Deadlift  Shoulder Press  10  3 

Chest fly  Box Jump  Jump Squats  10  3 

Lat pullovers  Step-ups  Thrusters  10  3 

Floor Press  Jump Squat  Pushups  10  3 

Reverse Fly  High Knees  KB dips  10  3 

Plate Press  Good Mornings  KB bent over row  10  3 

DB bicep curl  Cable Front Squat  Crossbody fly  10  3 

Tricep Pulldowns  Pull Through  Bent over fly  10  3 

Hammer Curls  Quad Extension  Face Pull  10  3 

Tate Press  Hamstring Curl  KB deadlift  10  3 

Static hold ab routine  30s-1m  3-5 

High Intensity Interval Training (HIIT)  20m  1 

Static Stretch Routine  5-10m  1 

Schedule: (day 1, day 2, day 3) x2 > break day 

Rest: 30s-1min 
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Strength Building Workout Program 
Exercises  Straight Sets 

Day 1  Day 2  Day 3  Reps/Time  Sets 

Running  4 minutes  1 

Good mornings  Cable Fly  Wide grip Lat pulldown  10  4 

Conventional Deadlifts  Bench Press  Bent over barbell row  5  3*+5 

AMRAP @50% ^  AMRAP @50% ^  AMRAP @50% ^  AMRAP  3 

Romanian DL  Incline press  Reverse fly  8  3 

Pull-throughs  Low cable fly  Single arm cable row  8  3 

Hamstring Curls  Neutra Flat DB Chest press  Seated row  8  3 

Kettlebell swings  Tricep pulldown  Lat bar pullovers  8  3 

DB Glute Bridge  DB seated overhead tricep 
ext. 

Bent over fly  8  3 

Reverse grip db bench  Reverse Plank  8  3 

Day 4  Day 5  Day 6  6 days on, 1 day off 

Running  4 minutes  1 

Box jumps  Lateral raise  DB Bicep curl  8  3 

Barbell squat  Overhead barbell press    5  3*+5 

AMRAP @50% ^  AMRAP @50% ^    AMRAP  3 

Step ups / high knees  Standing DB OHP  Tricep Pushdown  8  3 

Wall sit  Cross body shoulder fly  Single arm tricep pulldown  8  3 

Quad extension  DB shrug  Straight bar curl  8  3 

Jump squat  T Raise  Tate Press  8  3 

Single Leg Squat  Face Pulls  Zottman Curls  8  3 

*RED Sets = Warm up sets 
(less weight, same reps) 
 
Rest 
8x3 = 30s-1min 
5x5 = 3-5min 
AMRAP = 2min 

 

Single arm cable bicep 
curl 

8  3 

Tricep rope curls  8  3 

OH single arm tricep ext.  8  3 

Inside Curls  8  3 
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Workout Program 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Exercises  Set Performance: 

Day 1  Day 2  Day 3  Day 4  Reps/Time  Sets 

Warm up :     

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

           

Ab workout:     

Cardio:     

Stretch routine:     

Schedule: 
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Disclaimer 
 

 All content herein contained is solely for use of the purchaser. Any unauthorized copying, 

alteration, distribution, transmission, performance, display or other use of this material is 
strictly prohibited. © 2020 Motive In Motion Fitness Limited. 

 
The material (including without limitation, advice and recommendation) within this exercise 

guide, other exercise guides, our email newsletter and our website is provided solely as general 
educational and informational purposes. Use of this exercise guide, advice and information 
contained herein is at the sole choice and risk of the reader. 

 
Always consult your physician or healthcare provider before beginning any nutrition or exercise 

guide. If you choose to use this information without prior consent of your physician, you are 
agreeing to accept full responsibility for your decisions and agreeing to hold harmless Motive In 
Motion Fitness Ltd, its agents, employees, contractors and any affiliated companies from any 

liability with respect to injury or illness to you or your property arising out of or connected with 
your use of the information contained within this exercise guide, other exercise guides, our email 

newsletter or our website. 
 
The materials and content contained in this exercise guide, other exercise guides, our email 

newsletter and our website are for general health information only and are not intended to be a 
substitute for professional medical advice, diagnosis or treatment. Users of this exercise guide, 

other exercise guides, our email newsletter and our website should not rely exclusively on 
information provided in this exercise guide, other exercise guides, our email newsletter, and our 
website for their own health needs. All specific medical questions should be presented to your 

own health care provider and you should seek medical advice before starting any type of 
nutrition or weight loss or workout exercise guide. 

 
Motive In Motion Fitness Ltd reserves the right to update or change information contained in this 
exercise guide, other exercise guides, our email newsletter, and our website at any time. Motive 

In Motion Fitness Ltd are not responsible for information appearing at hyperlinks.  
Exercise is not without its risks and this or any other exercise guide many result in injury. As with 

any exercise guide, if at any point during your workout you begin to feel faint, dizzy or have 
physical discomfort, you should stop immediately and consult a medical professional. You 
should rely on your own review, inquiry and assessment as to the accuracy of any information 

made available within this exercise guide or via the web site. 
 

 

 


